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Blistra the Sea Dragon Feb 06 2021 Max won't
stop until the crazed computer is defeated, and

he gets the final element to save Aquora. But
Iris still has her most powerful Robobeast . . .
Blistra the Sea Dragon. The last thrilling book
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in Sea Quest Series 7: The Lost Starship. Don't
miss the rest of the series: Veloth the Vampire
Squid, Glendor the Stealthy Shadow and Mirroc
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the Goblin Shark!
Vampire Academy Box Set 1-6 Mar 19 2022
Collects the series that follows vampire
princess Lissa and her guardian-in-training
Rose, who are returned to St. Vladimir's
Academy, where one focuses on mastering
magic, the other on physical training.
It's a Vampire Bat! Jul 11 2021 Yikes, it's a
vampire bat! Find out if vampire bats are really
the stuff of legends or just another creature of
the night in this carefully leveled text. Highquality photographs get readers up close and
personal with these furry flying creatures,
while critical thinking questions and a photo
glossary introduce kids to nonfiction texts.
Phantom Feb 24 2020 Since meeting vampire
brothers, Stefan and Damon Salvatore, Elena
Gilbert has been to hell and back. Now that she
and her friends have saved their hometown
from a demonic spirit, everything can finally go
back to normal. But Elena should know better
than anyone that Fell's Church will never be
normal.
Fat Vampire Aug 20 2019 Now a new series on
SYFY, Reginald The Vampire! Death Has a
Brand New Appetite... When overweight
treadmill salesman Reginald Baskin finally
meets a co-worker who doesn't make fun of
him, it's his own bad luck that tech guy Maurice
turns out to be a two-thousand-year-old
vampire. And when Maurice turns Reginald to
save his life, it's just Reginald's further bad luck
that he wakes to discover he's become the
slowest, weakest, most out-of-shape vampire

ever created … doomed to "heal" to his
corpulent self for all of eternity. But as
Reginald struggles with the downsides of being
a fat vampire (too slow to catch people to feed
on, mocked by those he tries to glamour,
assaulted by his intended prey, and left for
undead), he discovers rare powers in himself
that few vampires have … and just in time,
because the Vampire Council wants him
destroyed as an inferior representative of their
race. Read the first book of Johnny B. Truant's
blockbuster series, and you'll never look at
vampires (or vampire stories) the same way
again. ★★★★★ "Laugh out loud funny and the
laughs just keep coming. I am in for the whole
series because I need to know what happens
next to Reginald, the Fat Vampire. It is absurd,
and yet oddly comforting and believable that
even the Vampire world has out of shape and
awkward individuals." -- AJ ★★★★★ "I love a good
vampire novel and Johnny B. Truant delivers on
all levels. Humorous, suspense, action, gore,
love story... it has all of these and excels at
them. Twists and turns near the end of the
story had me shouting out loud in my head
towards certain characters and cheering
Reginald, Maurice, and Nikki on! Looking for a
new vampire story to sink your fangs into... buy
this book!" -- Christian Burch ★★★★★ "Truant has
authored the most unique vampire novella I
have ever read... I sincerely predict The Fat
Vampire would become a most popular
television series when producers learn of
Truant' s work." -- vinnieg ★★★★★ "Just when you
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think you'll never find a vampire novel again
that doesn't involve bloodsuckers that look like
they moonlight at American Apparel, here
comes Reginald, 350-lb. office worker who,
because he's in the wrong place at the wrong
time, is turned into a vampire; now he's
destined to be the out of shape, fat slob he's
been all his life... forever. What, you thought
he'd suddenly turn into Edward Cullen?" -Phoenix59 ★★★★★ "Reginald is a very relatable
character. He's been hammered down his whole
life because of his weight, and he just doesn't
see an end in sight. Even after being turned
into a vampire things are looking down. But
despite everything he perseveres. Having
grown up over-weight myself I felt this
character was a great role-model, despite a few
instances where let his stomach make decisions
for him." -- Michael Loring Perfect for fans of
Rick Gualtieri's Tome of Bill series or Drew
Hayes' Fred the Vampire Accountant series, Fat
Vampire is the story of an unlikely hero who,
after having an imperfect eternity shoved into
his grease-stained hands, must learn to turn the
afterlife's lemons into tasty lemon danishes.
Click to start your new favorite series.
Casebook: Vampires Oct 14 2021 Vampires
have long captured peoples imaginations
through books, movies, and even hit television
shows. What is really going on with these batlike beings that sleep in coffins and subsist on
human blood? This book delves into the
mystery, legends, and origins of these bizarre
creatures. Your readers can decide for
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themselves about the existence of vampires and
whether they should stock up on garlic and
wooden stakes.
Vampire's Faith Jun 10 2021 A psychic doctor
discovers her latest coma patient is a vampire
in this paranormal romance from the New York
Times–bestselling author of Fated. Vampire
Ronan Kayrs wasn’t supposed to survive the
savage sacrifice he willingly endured to rid the
world of the ultimate evil. He wasn’t supposed
to emerge in this time and place, and he sure as
hell wasn’t supposed to finally touch the woman
who’s haunted his dreams for centuries. Yet
here he is, in an era where vampires are
hidden, the enemy has grown stronger, and his
mate has no idea of the power she holds. Dr.
Faith Cooper is flummoxed by irrefutable proof
that not only do vampires exist…they’re hot
blooded, able to walk in sunlight, and
shockingly sexy. Faith has always depended on
science, but the restlessness she feels around
this predatory male defies reason. Especially
when it grows into a hunger only he can
satisfy—that is if they can survive the evil
hunting them both. “If you want a hot, sexy
vampire; a strong, resilient human doctor;
action, danger, brotherhood, and warriors with
a good dose of romance, love, and humor, get
your hands on Vampire’s Faith.”—Fresh Fiction
“Hot and fast from beginning to end.”—Kate
Douglas on Fated “Sizzling sex scenes and a
memorable cast.”—Publishers Weekly on
Claimed “A fast-paced, excitement-filled
explosion of action… Zanetti keeps getting

better.”—RT Book Reviews on Marked, 4.5
Stars Top Pick “Sizzling sex scenes and a
memorable cast.” —Publishers Weekly on
Claimed “A fast-paced, excitement-filled
explosion of
The Vampire in Lore and Legend Nov 22
2019 "Throughout the whole vast shadowy
world of ghosts and demons there is no figure
so terrible, no figure so dreaded and abhorred,
yet [looked upon] with such fearful fascination,
as the vampire, who is himself neither ghost
nor demon, but yet who partakes the dark
natures and possesses the mysterious and
terrible qualities of both." So begins this
riveting study by one of the foremost
authorities on witchcraft and occult
phenomena. An indefatigable researcher,
Summers explores the presence of vampires in
Greek and Roman lore, in England and Ireland
during Anglo-Saxon times, in Hungary,
Czechoslovakia, Russia, Romania, and Bulgaria,
even in modern Greece. More than just a
collection of library lore, however, this detailed
examination of the history of vampirism in
Europe also includes anecdotes and firsthand
accounts gathered by the author from peasants
in places where belief in vampires was still
common. A fascinating, sometimes terrifying
book, The Vampire in Lore and Legend is a
"mine of out-of-the-way information full of
unspeakable tales," writes The New York
Times; and according to Outlook, "a fascinating
inquiry into the vampire legend . . . a
storehouse of curious and interesting lore." Of
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great interest to any enthusiast of the
supernatural and the occult, this book will
appeal as well to the legions of general readers
captivated by this ancient myth.
Lucky Break Mar 07 2021 The 7th funny book
in the girly series with a dark twist. For
younger readers who also enjoy modern
vampire stories.
Seraph of the End Dec 24 2019 Ferid
successfully coerces Shinoa Squad and Mika
into joining him and Crowley on a field trip to
Osaka. According to Ferid, the purpose of the
trip is to see the truth behind the Calamity that
ended the world—ground zero of the
apocalypse. But not all is as it seems, as
vampire nobles from across the world are also
converging on Osaka. -- VIZ Media
Vampalicious Jan 05 2021 Sink your teeth into
Sienna Mercer’s fourth super-girly vampire
story for girls. Ivy and Olivia can't lose each
other again! Even though twin sisters Ivy and
Olivia, separated at birth, have only been
reunited for a few months, they can't imagine
life without each other. But Ivy's dad has
decided to move to Europe - and he's taking Ivy
with him! Oh, no! With Olivia's cheerleader
optimism and Ivy's vampire craftiness, they're
determined to come up with a plan that will
keep Ivy and her dad in Franklin Grove. Can
the twins stop a vampire from spreading his
wings? These kinds of situations only happen in
My Sister the Vampire. A vampire book for girls
who want to read about young love and
innocent paranormal romance.
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Covenant with the Vampire Apr 08 2021 A
sensual, terrifying, incredibly accomplished
first novel, this fascinating prequel to the
classic and most popular horror novel of all
time, Dracula, focuses on Dracula's greatnephew, who inherits the job of managing his
great-uncle's estate...and his appetite. Written
in diary form as Dracula is, this compulsively
readable book has revelations that will shock
and delight readers of the original. More erotic
than Anne Rice, Kalogridis is a major new voice
in vampire fiction. The first chilling tale in an
exciting new trilogy is a rich and terrifying
historical novel set fifty years before the
opening of Bram Stoker's Dracula. At the castle
of Prince Vlad Tsepesh, also known as Dracula,
Vald's great-nephew Arkady is honored to care
for his beloved though strange greatuncle...until he beings to realize what is
expected of him in his new role. It seems that
either he provides his great-uncle with
unsuspecting victims to satisfy his needs, or
Vlad will kill those Arkady loves. He is trapped
into becoming party to murder and sadistic
torture. And it is in his blood. When Arkady
learns that his newborn son is being groomed
one day to follow in his footsteps, he knows that
he must fight Dracula, even if it means death.
Glendor the Stealthy Shadow Oct 02 2020 But
Glendor the Stealthy Shadow isn't the only
danger. Can Max and Lia defeat the beast and
find the next element to power Aquora, before
Rivet becomes scrap metal? The second
thrilling book in Sea Quest Series 7: The Lost

Starship. Don't miss the rest of the series:
Veloth the Vampire Squid, Mirroc the Goblin
Shark and Blistra the Sea Dragon!
The Vampire Sep 01 2020 An authoritative
new history of the vampire, two hundred years
after it first appeared on the literary scene
Published to mark the bicentenary of John
Polidori's publication of The Vampyre, Nick
Groom's detailed new account illuminates the
complex history of the iconic creature. The
vampire first came to public prominence in the
early eighteenth century, when Enlightenment
science collided with Eastern European folklore
and apparently verified outbreaks of vampirism,
capturing the attention of medical researchers,
political commentators, social theorists,
theologians, and philosophers. Groom
accordingly traces the vampire from its role as
a monster embodying humankind's fears, to
that of an unlikely hero for the marginalized
and excluded in the twenty-first century.
Drawing on literary and artistic
representations, as well as medical, forensic,
empirical, and sociopolitical perspectives, this
rich and eerie history presents the vampire as a
strikingly complex being that has been used to
express the traumas and contradictions of the
human condition.
Vampire Hunter D Vol. 2 Mar 27 2020 The
mysterious D is a vampire hunter, one of those
who protect the ordinary humans against the
alliance of mutants and the race of vampires
known as the Nobility, in the distant future of
12,090 A.D.
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The Southern Book Club's Guide to Slaying
Vampires May 09 2021 “This funny and fresh
take on a classic tale manages to comment on
gender roles, racial disparities, and white
privilege all while creeping me all the way out.
So good.”—Zakiya Dalila Harris, author of The
Other Black Girl Steel Magnolias meets Dracula
in this New York Times best-selling horror
novel about a women's book club that must do
battle with a mysterious newcomer to their
small Southern town. Bonus features: •
Reading group guide for book clubs • Handdrawn map of Mt. Pleasant • Annotated truecrime reading list by Grady Hendrix • And
more! Patricia Campbell’s life has never felt
smaller. Her husband is a workaholic, her
teenage kids have their own lives, her senile
mother-in-law needs constant care, and she’s
always a step behind on her endless to-do list.
The only thing keeping her sane is her book
club, a close-knit group of Charleston women
united by their love of true crime. At these
meetings they’re as likely to talk about the
Manson family as they are about their own
families. One evening after book club, Patricia
is viciously attacked by an elderly neighbor,
bringing the neighbor's handsome nephew,
James Harris, into her life. James is well
traveled and well read, and he makes Patricia
feel things she hasn’t felt in years. But when
children on the other side of town go missing,
their deaths written off by local police, Patricia
has reason to believe James Harris is more of a
Bundy than a Brad Pitt. The real problem?
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James is a monster of a different kind—and
Patricia has already invited him in. Little by
little, James will insinuate himself into
Patricia’s life and try to take everything she
took for granted—including the book club—but
she won’t surrender without a fight in this
blood-soaked tale of neighborly kindness gone
wrong.
Bitten: A Vampire Romance Collection Jul 19
2019 **Four paranormal vampire romances for
your reading pleasure.** VAMPIRE KISS The
vampire hunter has been seeking her prey for
years. Desperate to get revenge for her friends
who were lost, she vows to kill him using any
means necessary. Then she learns his secret,
and everything changes. CHAOTIC WILD She
wasn't supposed to screw up his order of blood
from the hospital, but she did. Now, the
vampire says that Juliet has to serve as his
personal blood doll to replace the missing
blood. ETERNITY She wasn't expecting to be
kidnapped or stolen away into a world of
vampires and magic. She wasn't expecting to
like it. BITTEN BY THE VAMPIRES Vampire
mates are just fairytales...just legends...at least,
that's what she's always believed. Then she's
rescued by a group of vampires so handsome,
so menacing, so horrifying beautiful that she
finally realizes they're her mates whether she
wants them or not. BITTEN: A VAMPIRE
ROMANCE COLLECTION is an anthology of
four novels by Sophie Stern. This collection
includes: Vampire Kiss, Chaotic Wild, Eternity,
and Bitten by the Vampires. Each story includes

steam, biting, and a happily-ever-after.
The Morganville Vampires: Books 1-8 Jan 17
2022 In Morganville, Texas, “there’s always a
surprise just around every dark corner”(Darque
Reviews)—and it usually involves the undead.
Now these secrets come to light in this
collection that includes books one through
eight in Rachel Caine's New York Times
bestselling Morganville Vampires series…
GLASS HOUSES THE DEAD GIRLS' DANCE
MIDNIGHT ALLEY FEAST OF FOOLS LORD OF
MISRULE CARPE CORPUS FADE OUT KISS OF
DEATH
Morbius Epic Collection: The End of a Living
Vampire Sep 13 2021
Veloth the Vampire Squid Jun 22 2022 Can
Max and Lia defeat Veloth the Vampire Squid,
and return the four elements that power
Aquora before the whole city dies of thirst? The
first thrilling book in Sea Quest Series 7: The
Lost Starship. Don't miss the rest of the series:
Glendor the Stealthy Shadow, Mirroc the
Goblin Shark and Blistra the Sea Dragon!
Vampire Love Story Oct 26 2022 Book #1 of the
bestselling "Vampire Love Story" series! Out for
a late-night jog, mixed martial artist, Josiah
Reign, crosses paths with a group of drunken
men assaulting a young woman. In a few short
minutes, he takes care of her attackers...all five
of them, in fact. Little does Josiah know that
this one act of goodwill will introduce him to a
strange new world of dreams...and nightmares.
After all, the damsel in distress, Lena, is not
who she seems, and her friends are the stuff of
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legends. Worse yet, Josiah finds himself falling
in love with not one, but two of these deadly
creatures of the night. Josiah will soon learn
that befriending the undead has its
consequences. And when he suffers a
devastating loss that rocks his world, he will
discover just who he really is... and what he's
willing to fight for. Luckily, fighting is what
Josiah does best.
Love Bites May 29 2020 Traveling to
Transylvania to meet her vampire family for the
first time, Olivia is upset she will miss
Valentine's Day with her new boyfriend Jackson
and Ivy feels out of place despite being
surrounded by vampires.
The Boy Who Cried Vampire Apr 27 2020 In
Transylvania, a boy cries . . . vampire! Young
Ion is bored by life in the village. So to spice
things up, the imaginative prankster runs false
vampire drills, much to the annoyance of the
villagers. But one night, a shadow passes by
Ion’s window. This time it’s no joke. It’s a REAL
vampire! Have all of Ion’s fibs come back to
bite him, or can the boy find a way out of this
batty situation? In this eBook Far Out Fables
adventure, Aesop’s The Boy Who Cried Wolf
receives a playful, modern twist. Experience a
classic fable like never before in this full-color
graphic novel retelling for kids!
Requiem, Volume Two: Vampire Knight Dec 16
2021 Features the next 3 episodes in the
Vampire trilogy: #4 The Vampire Dance, #5
Dragon Blitz and #6 Hellfire Club
Highland Hunger Jul 23 2022 Collects three
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tales set in the Scottish Highlands, including
Hannah Howell's "Dark Embrace" in which
Raibeart MacNachton discovers that he shares
a powerful connection with the ethereal beauty
he just rescued.
The Vampire Diaries: The Hunters: Phantom
Sep 25 2022 The past is never far. . . . Elena
Gilbert and her friends saved Fell’s Church
from evil spirits bent on destroying it, but the
town’s freedom came at a price: Damon
Salvatore’s life. Damon’s death changes
everything. He and his vampire brother, Stefan,
had been locked in a vicious battle for Elena’s
heart. Now that he’s gone, Elena and Stefan
can finally be together. So why can’t Elena stop
dreaming of Damon?As Elena’s feelings for
Damon grow, a new darkness is brewing in
Fell’s Church. Elena has been to hell and back,
but this demon is like nothing she’s ever seen.
Its only goal is to kill Elena and everyone she
loves.
The Whedonverse Catalog Sep 20 2019
Director, producer and screenwriter Joss
Whedon is a creative force in film, television,
comic books and a host of other media. This
book provides an authoritative survey of all of
Whedon's work, ranging from his earliest
scriptwriting on Roseanne, through his many
movie and TV undertakings--Toy Story, Buffy
the Vampire Slayer, Angel, Firefly/Serenity, Dr.
Horrible, The Cabin in the Woods, and Agents
of S.H.I.E.L.D.--to his forays into the Marvel
Cinematic Universe. The book covers both the
original texts of the Whedonverse and the many

secondary works focusing on Whedon's
projects, including about 2000 books, essays,
articles, documentaries and dissertations.
Vampires on the Run Apr 20 2022 "Two
suspicious writers from New York arrive in
Quinnie Boyd's small Maine town. They claim to
be the confidants of a vampire count. But
Quinnie begins to wonder if the authors are
vampires themselves"-Vampire Dormitory 3 Feb 18 2022 Mito
finally understands her feelings for Ruka … but
just as she realizes the truth, she and Ruka
have a fight, and she ends up spending the
night with Ren. However, being in close
quarters with her awakens the half-vampire
dhampir Ren's predatory nature! It's a threeway triangle between a crossdressing girl, an
obsessive vampire, and a dangerous dhampir in
this heart-pounding third volume!
The Vampire Diaries: The Return: Nightfall Aug
24 2022 The first book in a new trilogy from L.
J. Smith! Elena Gilbert is alive—again. When
Elena sacrificed herself to save the two vampire
brothers who love her—the handsome, brooding
Stefan and the sleek and dangerous
Damon—she was consigned to a fate beyond
death. Until a powerful supernatural force
pulled her back. Now Elena is not just human.
She has powers and gifts that were bestowed
on her in the afterlife. What's more, her blood
pulses with an overwhelming and unique force
that makes her irresistible to any vampire.
Stefan wants to find a way to keep Elena safe
so that they can make a life together. Damon,
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however, is driven by an insatiable desire for
power, and wants Elena to rule as his princess.
When Stefan is lured away from Fell's Church,
Damon seizes his chance to convince her that
he is the brother she is meant to be with. . . .
But a darkness is infiltrating the town, and
Damon, always the hunter, is now the hunted;
he becomes the prey of a malevolent creature
that can possess him at will, and who desires
not just Elena's blood but her death.
The Awakening Jun 29 2020 Elena's discovers
her exciting new boyfriend is actually a
vampire.
Mirroc the Goblin Shark Nov 03 2020 Max and
Lia must find the third element to power
Aquora - but with a Robobeast that can turn
invisible, this might be their toughest challenge
yet... The third thrilling book in Sea Quest
Series 7: The Lost Starship. Don't miss the rest
of the series: Veloth the Vampire Squid,
Glendor the Stealthy Shadow and Blistra the
Sea Dragon!
Blood And Gold Aug 12 2021 SOON TO BE A
MAJOR TV SHOW, FROM THE NETWORK
BEHIND THE WALKING DEAD '[W]hen I found
Rice's work I absolutely loved how she took that
genre and (...) made [it] feel so contemporary
and relevant' Sarah Pinborough, bestselling
author of Behind Her Eyes '[Rice wrote] in the
great tradition of the gothic' Ramsey Campbell,
bestselling author of The Hungry Moon The 8th
novel in Anne Rice's internationally bestselling
Vampire Chronicles Here is the glorious and
sinister life of Marius: patrician by birth,
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scholar by choice and one of the oldest
vampires of them all. From his genesis in
ancient Rome, to his present day we follow the
story of this aristocratic and powerful killer. His
is a tale that spans the breadth of time. When
the Visigoths sack his city, Marius is there; with
the resurgence of the glory of Rome, he is
there, still searching for his lost love Pandora.
So prevalent is Marius that it is he who gives
the dark gift to the illustrious vampire Armand.
Intertwined with the stories of a magnificent
Pantheon of the undead this account of Marius
is the most wondrous and mind-blowing of them
all.
Star Style Jan 25 2020 Olivia and Ivy find
themselves competing for a role in a vampire
romance film and are surprised when their
biological dad turns up on the movie set.
American Vampire May 21 2022 Writer Scott
Snyder takes us deeper into the fascinating,
blood-soaked world of AMERICAN VAMPIRE.
The Last Vampire Oct 22 2019 Alisa Perne is
the last vampire. Beautiful and brilliant, she
hunts alone, living among humans, living off
humans. But someone is stalking her. Someone
wants her dead. And Alisa has a choice to make
- to keep a long held promise or protect the
mortal she seems to be falling for.
Take Two Dec 04 2020 Sink your teeth into
Sienna Mercer’s fifth super-girly vampire story
for girls. Hollywood has come to Franklin
Grove! Olivia is very excited. Jackson Caulfield the hot teen movie star - is shooting a movie in
her home town! And there's a chance to win a

part in the film. So when she bumps into
Jackson and he shows her around the set, she
thinks her dreams have come true. But there's
a few things that get her vampire twin Ivy
suspicious. Could Jackson possibly be a
vampire? It would be Hollywood's biggest
secret! But, more importantly, Olivia doesn't
want a vampire boyfriend and she's quickly
falling for him! It's up to Ivy to do some
undercover sleuthing . . . These kinds of
situations only happen in My Sister the
Vampire. A vampire book for girls who want to
read about young love and innocent paranormal
romance.
From Dead to Worse Nov 15 2021 Psychic
cocktail waitress Sookie Stackhouse finds
herself in the middle of big trouble of the
supernatural kind in this novel in the #1 New
York Times bestselling series—the inspiration
for the HBO® original series True Blood. After
the natural disaster of Hurricane Katrina, and
the manmade horror of the explosion at the
vampire summit, Sookie Stackhouse is safe but
dazed, yearning for things to get back to
normal. But her boyfriend Quinn is among the
missing. And things are changing, whether the
Weres and vamps in her corner of Louisiana
like it or not. In the ensuing battles, Sookie
faces danger, death...and once more, betrayal
by someone she loves. And when the fur has
finished flying and the cold blood ceases
flowing, her world will be forever altered...
Vampire Hunter D Omnibus: Book One Jun
17 2019 A new omnibus collecting the first
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three volumes of the Vampire Hunter D horror
novel series! It is 12,090 A.D., thousands of
years since the human race nearly destroyed
itself in a nuclear war--a folly foreseen by those
who waited to emerge out of the
underground...not from shelters, but from
crypts! The aristocratic vampire lords known as
the Nobles inherited our world, and with dark
science and immortal patience made real the
things that mortals had merely dreamed,
whether voyaging to the distant stars, or
conjuring monsters to roam the Earth. Yet the
grand civilization of the Nobles has grown
decadent, and as the terrorized remnants of
humanity at last found the strength to rebel,
their undying lords have been pushed back to
the Frontier--the violent borderlands where
humans still remain the prey of vampires, who
for all their knowledge and power have never
lost their obsession with our living flesh,
blood...and souls! In this bizarre and deadly far
future the most dangerous thing of all is not a
vampire, but the one who hunts them--the one
who is half them--a dhampir, the unearthly
beautiful wanderer known as D. The Vampire
Hunter D Omnibus collects the first three
novels in author Hideyuki Kikuchi's adventure
horror series: Vampire Hunter D, Raiser of
Gales, and Demon Deathchase. Illustrated by
Final Fantasy artist Yoshitaka Amano, this book
is only the beginning of a legend!
Vampire Dormitory 8 Jul 31 2020 "I'll do it!
I'll become your thrall!" A crossdressing girl
and an otaku vampire find themselves
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entangled in a dangerous relationship. Don't
miss this heart-pounding romance from the
award-winning Ema Toyama, perfect for fans of
Crimson Spell, Black Bird, and He's My Only
Vampire! Mito, who has no family to rely on,
lives on the streets, disguised as a boy. Ruka,
an otaku vampire who's only interested in 2-D

girls, saves her from a perilous situation and
makes her an offer: become his subservient
thrall from which he can feed whenever he
wants, and she can live with him--in the boys'
dorm. Because her very existence depends on
her secret not being found out, every day is a
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new danger--to say nothing of that vampire!
Meanwhile, Ruka, not knowing Mito's a girl,
dotes on her night and day in an attempt to
ripen her "disgusting male blood," but when
real feelings develop...this dangerous romance
between a crossdressing girl and an obsessive
vampire begins!
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